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Introduct ion

• This is an interesting time to be in data governance. We're on the precipice of a new era – rapidly evolving emerging 

technologies and abilities to collect, use, store, and share data have introduced gray spaces in regulation. 

Governments across the globe are grappling with how to balance protecting national interests with spurring 

innovation and expanding the digital marketplace.

• In the U.S., we're seeing the beginning of multiple debates. The stops and starts we'll see in the coming months 

and years will surely have major impacts on how you do your jobs and how data is used, transferred, stored, and 

protected here and globally.

• Congress and federal agencies have been busy laying the groundwork for meaningful regulatory responses to 

advances in emerging technologies, data privacy, cybersecurity, and digital assets. However, there has been little 

actual progress to date.

• Today, we'll take a look at the current atmosphere for federal action, the areas of gridlock and areas of opportunity 

for regulatory action. Then we'll do a deeper dive into what's happening today in Congress and federal regulatory 

agencies in four issue areas: emerging technologies, data privacy, cybersecurity, and digital assets. We'll close 

out with a few minutes on what steps you can take.

Impasse and Opportunity
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Federal Snapshot

• 2022 is a mid-term election year with possible Congressional majority changes 

ahead.

• Democratic majority in House, Senate, and White House right now focused 

on salvaging priority pieces of Build Back Better Act, responding to international 

conflicts and continuing impacts of COVID-19, and confirming a new Supreme Court 

justice. At some point, Congress will pivot to campaign messaging.

• The good news is many early policy issues in emerging tech, privacy, cybersecurity, 

and digital assets are bipartisan or don't fall neatly across party lines. The bad news 

is, with potential changes in mid-term elections, there is very little momentum for 

bipartisanship.

• Gridlock – and potential political changes this year – sets the tone for the policy 

areas we'll discuss today. Overall, what we're seeing in the federal government is the 

laying of groundwork for 2023 and beyond.

• Let's take a look at what groundwork is being laid.

2022 and beyond
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Federal action can fall into two 

categories:

1. Funding / advancement /

promotion / readiness

2. Regulatory requirements /

compliance
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Emerging Tech / AI
and

Data Privacy

Congress
Federal 

Agencies 

(FTC & CFPB)
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Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

In July, the FTC made changes in their Rules of Practice to allow it to promulgate new 

consumer-protection rulemakings. Specifically, they will focus new rules on:

• Unfair methods of competition and define with specificity unfair or deceptive acts 

or practices.

• Allow the agency to seek penalties from firms that engage in data abuses.

• Abuses stemming from surveillance-based business models, which it finds 

"particularly alarming."

o In particular, the Commission will look at curbing lax security practices, 

limiting intrusive surveillance, and ensuring that algorithmic decision-making 

does not result in unlawful discrimination. Will look at both impact to 

consumers and to competition.

Republican dissent:

• General disagreement with FTC's

legal authority

• The majority's plan "lays the 

foundation for an avalanche of 

problematic rulemakings"

• The FTC is being recast as a 

"mini-Congress"

Also of note: FTC Commissioner Rebecca Kelly Slaughter made speeches in the fall in which she expressed an 

interest in moving beyond the FTC's current "notice and consent" framework to specifically applying "bright-line 

purpose and use restrictions that minimize the data that can be collected and how it can be deployed."
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Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB)

Use of artificial intelligence in mortgage servicing and potentially other areas

• The Bureau is continuing to monitor the use of AI and identifying regulatory areas ripe for further action, whether it be 

rulemaking, a policy statement, or other action.

Consumer access to financial information

• The Bureau released an ANPR looking more closely at consumer data sharing practices between parties in the 

financial system and contemplated the appropriate role of the Bureau in establishing standards for data sharing and 

data access.

• The next stage in this rulemaking is expected in April 2022.

We can expect to see more in this space in the Spring 2022 agenda

• Director Rohit Chopra, who came over from FTC, is historically focused on issues of consumer rights and protections, 

and the Bureau made clear the Spring agenda will better reflect his priorities.

CFPB's most recent rulemaking agenda lists two interesting long-term projects:
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Funding a 
Dedicated 

Privacy Agency

• Last year, the House Energy and Commerce 

Committee approved a measure that would have 

provided the FTC with $1 billion over 10 years to 

establish a privacy and data security division.

• The House-passed Build Back Better (BBB) Act 

included $500 million to the FTC to "create and 

operate a bureau, including by hiring technologists, 

user experience designers, and other experts, to 

accomplish its consumer protection work relating to 

privacy, data security, identity theft, data abuses, and 

related matters."

• The BBB has stalled in the Senate.
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Privacy Legislation

• Multiple major privacy bills have been introduced in the 

Senate and House.

• A handful of these bills were introduced as bipartisan bills.

• Among significant legislation, major overlaps in policy 

agreement.

• Given this is a tough election year, 2022 not likely to be the 

year for comprehensive privacy legislation but could see 

progress in pieces.

• Standstill on these bills is partly driving the FTC rulemaking 

agenda on data abuses.

Breaking news: On March 1, President Biden's State of the 

Union called on Congress to pass legislation to provide 

stronger privacy protections for children on social media, a 

ban on targeted advertising for minors and an end to personal 

data collection.
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Regulation of 
Emerging Tech 

and Data

Overview
• Democrats focused on responsible and trustworthy emerging tech, 

specifically bias/discrimination and consumer protections in automated 

decision-making.

• If Democrats lose the House majority in November 2022, focus in Congress 

likely to shift.

Emerging Tech in Legislation: NDAA
• Often major advances in AI in the National Defense Authorization Act, annual 

appropriation for defense spending which historically carries many policy 

changes, especially in emerging technologies.

• NDAA for Fiscal Year 2021

o Creation of the National AI Initiative and Office

o National Institution for Standards and Technology (NIST) development 

of a risk-mitigation framework for AI systems and development of 

technical standards and guidelines to promote trustworthy AI 

systems.

• NDAA for Fiscal Year 2022

o Authorized new investments in AI, especially in facilitating 

public/private partnerships and vendor procurement of AI / ML 

systems.
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Regulation of Emerging Tech and Data
180+ bills introduced this Congress that mention AI or algorithms, introduced by both Ds and Rs.

Introduced in nearly every committee in Congress.

Policy Issues Within AI / Emerging Tech Legislation

Counterterrorism Sustainable fisheries Redistricting reform

Defense readiness Cybersecurity Derivatives

Job modernization Maternal health Credit scores

Humane research and testing Deepfakes China

Israel Social services Health research

TSA screening Dark patterns Taxes

Energy grid security Wastewater COVID misinformation

Great Lakes & ocean protection Forced labor Immigration

Increasing mathematical and statistical modeling education in public elementary and secondary schools
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Topic Bill Description Status

Data Governance

Privacy

S. 3195: Consumer 

Online Privacy 

Rights Act (COPRA)

Sen. Maria Cantwell 

(D-WA)

Places requirements on entities that process or transfer a consumer's data. Specifically, the bill requires such entities to:

• make their privacy policy publicly available and provide an individual with access to their personal data;

• delete or correct, upon request, information in an individual's data;

• export, upon request, an individual's data in a human-readable and machine-readable format;

• establish data security practices to protect the confidentiality and accessibility of consumer data; and

• designate a privacy officer and a data security officer to implement and conduct privacy and data security programs and risk assessments.

Prohibits such entities from:

• engaging in deceptive or harmful data practices;

• transferring an individual's data to a third party if the individual objects;

• processing or transferring an individual's sensitive data without affirmative express consent;

• processing or transferring data beyond what is reasonably necessary or for which they have obtained affirmative express consent;

• processing or transferring data on the basis of specified protected characteristics (e.g., race, religion, or gender);

• conditioning the provision of a service or product on an individual's agreement to waive their privacy rights; and

• retaliating against an employee who provides information about a potential violation of the bill's provisions, or who testifies or assists in an investigation or judicial proceeding concerning 

such a violation.

The Federal Trade Commission must establish a new bureau to assist with enforcement of these provisions.

Introduced

Data Governance

Privacy

S. 3065: DATA Priva

cy Act

Sen. Catherine Cortez

Masto (D-NV)

Establishes information security requirements for businesses that collect, process, store, or disclose information relating to at least 50,000 people in a 12-month period. Applies to 

information that may be linked to a specific individual or a device associated with a specific individual. Does not cover data related to employment or publicly available government records.

Specifically, covered businesses must:

• provide consumers with accessible notice of the business's privacy practices with respect to such information; and

• if meeting a certain revenue threshold, appoint a privacy officer to oversee compliance with the business's privacy practices.

Requires the Federal Trade Commission to promulgate rules requiring covered businesses to:

• limit the purpose and amount of consumer data collection to reasonable business purposes, provide consumers with clear methods to opt-in and opt-out of such collection, and refrain 

from using such data for discriminatory purposes;

• provide consumers with a method to access, revise, transmit, and delete collected information; and

• establish information security standards based on the sensitivity and level of identifiability of the collected data, risk of exposure of such data, widely-accepted practices of securing 

such data, and cost and impact of implementing such practices.

Requires the National Science Foundation, and other agencies, to support research of technology that increases the privacy and confidentiality of collected data.

Introduced

H.R. 5807: DATA 

Privacy Act

Rep. Filemon Vela (D-

TX)

Introduced

Data Governance

Privacy

S. 1628: 

Children and Teens’ 

Online Privacy Prote

ction Act

Sen. Ed Markey (D-

MA)

• Extends to minors (ages 12–16) privacy protections previously applicable only to children (ages 0–12) and otherwise establishes greater online privacy protections for children and 

minors.

• Prohibits an operator of a website, online service, online application, or mobile application directed to a child or minor with constructive knowledge the user is a child or minor from 

collecting the user's personal information without providing notice and obtaining consent; providing a parent or minor with certain information upon request; conditioning participation by a 

user on the provision of personal information; establishing and maintaining reasonable procedures to protect the personal information collected from users.

• Prohibits targeted marketing directed to a child or directed to a minor without the minor's consent.

• Outlines a set of principles governing how operators should collect and use personal information, as well as provide information to a parent or minor. A parent or minor must be 

able to challenge the accuracy of personal information, and an operator must provide for the erasure or correction of inaccurate personal information. Operators must also 

implement mechanisms for the erasure or elimination of personal information at the request of users and make users aware of such mechanisms.

• Prohibits the sale of internet-connected devices targeted to children and minors unless they meet certain cybersecurity and data security standards, and it requires manufacturers 

of such devices to display a privacy dashboard detailing how personal information is collected and used.

Introduced

Congress :  Leg i s l a t i on  on  the  Regu la t i on  o f  Emerg ing  Tech  /  P r i vacy
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Topic Bill Description Status

Data

Governance 

Privacy

S. 2499: SAFE 

DATA Act

Sen. Roger Wicker (R-

MS)

• Requires businesses to allow consumers to access, correct, delete, and port their data;

• Prohibits businesses from processing or transferring consumers’ sensitive data without their consent;

• Prohibits businesses from denying consumers products or services for exercising their privacy rights;

• Minimizes the amount of consumer data businesses can collect, process, and retain;

• Limits secondary uses of consumer data without their consent;

• Establishes uniform data protections across the country enforced by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and state attorneys general;

• Directs businesses to be more transparent and accountable for their data practices by:

• Requires businesses to disclose a privacy policy to consumers detailing their data collection, processing, and transfer activities, and notify consumers of any material changes to those 

activities;

• Requires businesses to conduct privacy impact assessments of data processing activities that may present a heightened risk of harm to consumers;

• Requires businesses to secure consumers’ data and maintain internal controls and reporting structures to assess data privacy risks to consumers; and

• Prohibits businesses from processing data in ways that violate federal Civil Rights laws.

• Strengthens the FTC’s ability to respond to potentially harmful changes in technology and hold businesses accountable for misusing consumers’ data by:

• Authorizing the FTC to develop new rules to expand categories of sensitive data;

• Requiring the FTC to share any information with the appropriate Executive or State agency if it obtains information that a business has processed or transferred consumer data in a 

way that violates Federal anti-discrimination laws;

• Requiring the FTC to maintain a data broker registry;

• Expanding the FTC’s authority to oversee the data use practices of common carriers and nonprofit organizations.

Introduced

Data Gov

ernance

Privacy

H.R. 4801:

Protecting the 

Information of our 

Vulnerable Children 

and Youth Act

Rep. Kathy Castor (D-

FL)

• Prohibits companies from targeting children and teenagers based on their personal information and behavior.

• Requires an operator to make the best interests of children and teenagers a primary design consideration when designing its service.

• Companies must obtain specific, informed, and unambiguous opt-in consent before collecting, retaining, selling, sharing, or using a young consumer or child’s personal information.

• Companies must provide individuals the opportunity to access, correct, or delete their personal information at any time.

• Expands the type of information explicitly covered to include physical characteristics, biometric information, health information, education information, contents of messages and 

calls, browsing and search history, geolocation information, and latent audio or visual recordings.

• Companies must make publicly available privacy policies that are clear, easily understood, and written in plain and concise language.

• Provides protection for teenagers 13-17, allowing them to control who collects their personal information and what companies can do with it.

• Applies to all sites likely to be accessed by children and teens, not just child-directed services.

• Prohibits companies from sharing personal information without consent. Furthermore, it creates additional duties companies must comply with before disclosing any personal information 

with third parties.

• Requires companies to have a written security policy, point of contact for information security management and processes to identify, assess, and mitigate vulnerabilities.

• Repeals dangerous safe harbor provision that allow for lax enforcement and rubberstamping of potentially unlawful practices.

• Raises the maximum allowable civil penalty per violation by 50 percent and allows the FTC to pursue punitive damages. Also establishes a Youth Privacy and Marketing Division at the 

FTC.

• Parents will be able to bring civil actions to help enforce the bill and any resulting regulations.

• Companies will no longer be able force their consumers to waive their right to sue.

Introduced

Data 

Governance

Privacy

H.R. 6027:

Online Privacy 

Act of 2021

Rep. Anna Eshoo (D-A)

• Creates user rights by granting every American the right to access, correct, or delete their data and it would create new rights, such as the right to impermanence, which would let 

users decide how long companies can keep their data;

• Places clear limits and obligations on companies by minimizing the amount of data companies collect, process, disclose, and maintain, and bars companies from using data in discriminatory 

ways;

• Establishes a Digital Privacy Agency, whose mandate would be to enforce privacy protections and investigate abuses; and

• Empowers state Attorneys General to enforce violations of the bill, allowing individuals to appoint non-profit organizations to represent them in private class-action lawsuits.

Introduced

Data 

Governance

Privacy

H.R. 3991: Telling 

Everyone the Location 

of Data Leaving the 

U.S. Act

Rep. Jeff Duncan (R-SC)

Requires a person who maintains a website or sells or distributes a mobile app that stores information collected from the website or app in the People’s Republic of China to disclose to users 

that such information is stored in the People’s Republic of China.

Introduced

Congress :  Leg i s l a t i on  on  the  Regu la t i on  o f  Emerg ing  Tech  /  P r i vacy
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Topic Bill Description Status

Data Governance

Privacy

H.R. 4000: Internet Application 

Integrity and Disclosure Act

Rep. Adam Kinzinger (R-IL)

Requires websites or persons that sell or distribute apps owned by the Communist Party of China (CCP) or any non-state-owned entity in China to be labeled in a clear manner, 

as enforced by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC).

Introduced

Sec 230 and Alg

orithms

S. 3029: Protecting Americans from

Dangerous Algorithms Act

Sen. Ben Luján (D-NM)

• Limits a social media company's immunity from liability if it promotes certain content on its platform.

• Removes this immunity from a social media company with more than 10 million monthly users if it utilizes an algorithm, model, or other computational process to amplify 

or recommend content to a user that is directly relevant to a claim involving (1) interference with civil rights, (2) neglect to prevent interference with civil rights, or (3) acts 

of international terrorism.

Introduced

H.R.2154: Protecting Americans fro

m Dangerous Algorithms Act

Rep. Tom Malinowski (D-NJ)

Introduced

Sec 230 and Alg

orithms

H.R. 5596: 

Justice Against Malicious Algorith

ms Act of 2021

Rep. Frank Pallone (D-NJ-6)

• Amends section 230 of the Communications Act of 1934 to limit the liability protection provided by such section when a provider of an interactive computer service knew or 

should have known such provider was making a personalized recommendation of third-party information or recklessly made a personalized recommendation of such 

information.

Introduced

Dark Patterns S. 2918: KIDS Act

Sen. Ed Markey (D-MA)

• Creates new protections for online users under the age of 16 by banning certain design features directed at children, such as auto-play or features encouraging the user to 

spend money on the platform. 

• Prohibits the amplification of harmful content to children and requires websites to create mechanisms for users to report instances of harmful content. 

• Prohibits websites from participating in manipulative marketing to users under the age of 16.

Introduced

H.R. 5439: KIDS Act

Rep. Kathy Castor (D-FL-14)

Introduced

Dark Patterns S. 3330: Deceptive Experiences 

To Online Users Reduction Act (DE

TOUR Act)

Sen. Mark Warner (D-VA)

• Prohibits large online platforms from using deceptive user interfaces, known as “dark patterns,” to trick consumers into handing over their personal data. 

• Prohibits large online operators from manipulating their products to mislead users into providing personal information or giving consent. 

• Prohibits these operators from studying the behavioral patterns of subsets of users without first obtaining informed consent or designing products directed to children that 

lead to an increase in the use of products. 

• Requires large online operators conducting psychological or behavioral research to disclose certain information, discontinue such research if consent was improperly 

acquired, and establish an independent review board.

Introduced

H.R. 6083: Deceptive Experiences 

To Online Users Reduction 

Act (DETOUR Act)

Rep. Lisa Blunt Rochester (D-

DE) and Anthony Gonzalez (R-OH)

Introduced

Responsible Alg

orithms

H.R. 3611: Algorithmic Justice and 

Online Platform Transparency Act

Rep. Doris Matsui (D-CA)

• Prohibits online platforms from using an algorithmic process in a manner that is not safe and effective, i.e., in a manner that harms users or fails to take reasonable steps 

to ensure algorithms achieve their intended purposes.

• Prohibits the use of algorithmic processes that discriminate based on race, age, gender, ability, and other protected characteristics.

• Requires platforms to describe to users the types of algorithmic processes they use and to maintain detailed records describing these processes for review by the FTC. 

• Creates an inter-agency task force to examine discriminatory algorithmic processes.

Introduced

S. 1896: Algorithmic 

Justice and Online 

Platform Transparency Act

Sen. Ed Markey (D-MA)

Introduced

Congress :  Leg i s l a t i on  on  the  Regu la t i on  o f  Emerg ing  Tech  /  P r i vacy
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Topic Bill Description Status

Responsible A

lgorithms

S. 2024: 

Filter Bubble Transparency Act

Sen. John Thune (R-SD)

Establishes requirements for large online platforms that use algorithms applying artificial intelligence or machine learning to user-specific data to determine the manner in 

which content is displayed to users. Specifically, if an online platform applies such techniques to user-specific data that is not expressly provided by the user, the platform must (1) notify 

users that the platform uses such data, and (2) make a version of the platform available that uses only user-specific data that has been expressly provided by the user and which 

enables users to switch between the two platforms. These requirements do not apply to search engines operated by downstream providers with fewer than 1,000 employees and that 

have an agreement to access an index of web pages from an upstream provider. However, the bill requires such upstream providers to make their algorithm available to downstream 

providers as part of such an agreement.

Introduced

Responsible 

Algorithms

S. 3572: Algorithmic 

Accountability Act

Sen. Ron Wyden (D-OR) and Cory 

Booker (D-NJ)

• Provides a baseline requirement that companies assess the impacts of automating critical decision-making, including decision processes that have already been automated.

• Requires the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to create regulations providing structured guidelines for assessment and reporting. 

• Ensures the responsibility for assessing impact by both companies that make critical decisions and those that build the technology that enables these processes.

• Requires reporting of select impact-assessment documentation to the FTC.

• Requires the FTC to publish an annual anonymized aggregate report on trends and to establish a repository of information where consumers and advocates can review which critical 

decisions have been automated by companies along with information such as data sources, high level metrics and how to contest decisions, where applicable.

• Adds resources to the FTC to hire 50 staff and establishes a Bureau of Technology to enforce this Act and support the Commission in the technological aspects of its functions.

Introduced

H.R. 6580: Algorithmic 

Accountability Act

Rep. Yvette Clarke (D-NY)

AI Standards 

and Regulation

S. 1849: Leadership in Global 

Tech Standards Act of 2021

Sen. Rob Portman (R-OH)

Requires the Small Business Administration (SBA) to establish a program that supports the participation of U.S. small businesses in meetings and proceedings of standards 

development organizations to develop voluntary technical standards. The SBA must award grants to small businesses for the reasonable costs of participation in standards development 

organizations. These grants may only be awarded to small businesses that (1) demonstrate technical expertise in key emerging technologies and technical standards (e.g., artificial 

intelligence), (2) commit personnel with such expertise to regular participation in international bodies responsible for developing standards for those technologies, and (3) agree to 

coordinate between the public and private sectors to ensure protection of national security interests in the setting of international standards.

Introduced

H.R. 4956: Leadership in Global 

Tech Standards Act of 2021

Rep. Scott Franklin (R-FL-15)

Introduced

AI Standards 

and Regulation

S. 1498: Technology Standards 

Task Force Act of 2021

Sen. Catherine Cortez Masto (D-

NV)

Directs the Office of Science and Technology Policy to establish a task force on setting emerging technology standards, to be known as the Emerging Technology Standards-Setting 

Task Force. The task force shall develop a long-term strategic plan for the United States to lead emerging technology standards-setting processes.

Introduced

AI Standards 

and Regulation

S. 1444: Mind Your Own 

Business Act of 2021

Sen. Ron Wyden (D-OR)

• Requires assessments, periodic reporting, and the development of an opt-out process for specified commercial entities that operate high-risk information systems or automated-

decision systems, such as those that use artificial intelligence or machine learning. An automated-decision system or information system is considered high risk if it (1) raises security 

or privacy concerns; (2) involves the personal information of a significant number of people; or (3) systematically monitors a large, publicly-accessible physical location. An 

automated-decision system is also considered high risk if it (1) may contribute to inaccuracy, bias, or discrimination; or (2) facilitates decision-making about sensitive aspects of 

consumers' lives by evaluating their behavior.

• Covered commercial entities must assess such high-risk systems and evaluate the extent to which they protect against the risk of exposing personal information.

• Requires certain larger commercial entities to submit an annual report for which corporate officers must certify that the entity is in compliance with the Federal Trade Commission's 

(FTC) implementing regulations. A failure to comply with the reporting requirements is subject to criminal penalties and excise tax.

• Requires the FTC to create a web portal for consumers to opt out of data sharing and view their opt-out status. Opting out prevents covered commercial entities from sharing 

personal information with third parties.

• Increases the civil penalties for unfair trade practices, which the bill modifies to include practices that involve noneconomic impacts or create a significant risk of exposing personal 

information.

Introduced

AI Expansion H.R. 5467: Healthy Technology 

Act of 2021

Rep. David Schweikert (R-AZ)

Amends the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to clarify that artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies can qualify as a practitioner eligible to prescribe drugs if 

authorized by the State involved and approved, cleared, or authorized by the Food and Drug Administration

Introduced

Congress :  Leg i s l a t i on  on  the  Regu la t i on  o f  Emerg ing  Tech  /  P r i vacy
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Cybersecurity

Congress
Federal 

Agencies 
(White House & 

CISA)
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White House 
&

Department of 

Homeland Security’s 

Cybersecurity and 

Infrastructure Security 

Agency (CISA)

• Cybersecurity attracted a lot of attention in the first half of 2021, 

especially with the Colonial Pipeline ransomware attack and 

the previous SolarWinds data breach.

• President Biden Executive Order on improving U.S. cybersecurity 

capabilities:

o Establishes a cybersecurity review board that will be made up 

of both private and public sector employees tasked with 

analyzing cyberattacks and creating a playbook for how to 

address such attacks.

o Lowers existing barriers to information sharing and designed 

to better leverage private/public relationships with information 

and operational technology firms.

• Ongoing work on public/private partnerships and cooperation 

happening between the federal government and U.S. businesses.
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Policy

• Requires CISA to develop and establish 

standards, procedures, and timelines for 

critical infrastructure owners and operators to 

report cybersecurity incidents, including a 

requirement to report such incident as early as 

72 hours after confirming such cybersecurity 

incident.

• Directs state and local governments, 

businesses with over 50 employees, and 

other organizations to notify the federal 

government within 24 hours following a 

ransom payment in connection with 

a cybersecurity incident.

Mandatory Cyber Incident Reporting

Status

• Area of bipartisan / bicameral agreement

• Provision was originally contemplated as part of the 

2022 NDAA, but it was removed in the final stages due 

to a disagreement to limit the 24-hour ransomware 

reporting provision to critical infrastructure owners or 

operators, not other businesses or organizations.

• Secondary disagreement as to FBI role in reporting chain.

• Supporters are hoping to include mandatory reporting 

requirements in the next available vehicle and confident 

a compromise can be reached.

Breaking news: On March 1, Senate passed 

comprehensive cybersecurity legislation.
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Digital Assets

Congress
Federal Agencies 

(White House, SEC, CFTC, 

Fed, FDIC, OCC, Treasury, & 

EPA)
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Executive Order

As a result of wide-ranging authorities, 

the Biden-Harris White House is 

preparing a government-wide 

Executive Order that will ask regulators 

to assess the risks and benefits of 

digital assets and to audit their 

authorities.

Issues expected to be considered run 

a broad gamut including geopolitical 

and national security concerns, 

terrorist financing and anti-money 

laundering, ransomware, safety and 

soundness, cybersecurity, compliance 

with tax and securities laws, and 

energy consumption and 

environmental impacts.

Digital assets and decentralized marketplaces have attracted scrutiny from federal agencies for several years. Multiple agencies, and not 

just those in financial services, are looking into actions that impact cryptocurrencies.

Ongoing Agency Work

SEC / CFTC

• Looking at different digital assets through lens of current authorities and 

whether these assets fall within existing definitions of a security or commodity.

• Defi platforms and stablecoins

Fed, FDIC, OCC

• Crypto-Asset Sprints

o Throughout 2022, these agencies will provide greater clarity on whether 

certain activities related to crypto-assets conducted by banking 

organizations are legally permissible and to detail regulatory expectations.

• Fed released study on a central bank digital currency (CBDC)

Treasury

• IRS information reporting

• FinCEN and application of BSA to digital assets

EPA

• The EPA is getting more involved in cryptocurrency mining operations as old 

coal plants are being used as a power source for cryptocurrency mining.
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• Digital assets had been a bit of a sleeper issue in Congress until the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act in the Senate added a 

provision that, among other things, expands IRS reporting requirements for cryptocurrency transactions.

• Now, one of the hot-button issues in the current Congress. Bicameral and bipartisan interest - in support and scrutiny.

• While the House Financial Services and Senate Banking Committees have held multiple hearings on digital assets this Congress,

scrutiny of digital assets technology extends beyond financial services committees into multiple committees of jurisdiction over

digital assets issues.

o Hearings have covered cryptocurrencies, stablecoins, Central Bank Digital Currency, environmental impacts of the 

industry, blockchain, the future of the internet / Web3.

• Interest likely to grow regardless of which party controls Congress.

What does the issue of digital assets have to do with data governance?

1. A lot of attention that was dedicated to data privacy and emerging technology is now focused on digital assets.

2. Digital assets are some of the first real-world use cases for storing and transmitting data on a blockchain. Interesting to see how 

this will lay a foundation for the use of blockchain in your industries and the data you oversee.
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What You Can Do

Engagement
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MESSAGE

MESSENGERS AUDIENCE

Companies are increasingly calling for clarity in the form of regulatory guidance to 
ensure the sustainability of their emerging technology systems and to build trust among 
their target customers. 

Policymakers are seeking to work together with companies to better understand 
their technologies and to work in partnership to create workable solutions to industry 
problems, protect citizens, and encourage innovation.

Companies across all sectors should build relationships and partner with 
policymakers.

Companies that foster positive working relationships with policymakers and partner to 
craft definitions and shape approaches to the future of their industry will have a 
significant competitive advantage.

Engagement
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AUDIENCE

Ultimately, your companies are investing significant resources into using and protecting valuable 
data. Just because there aren’t clear guidelines from the federal government today, doesn’t 
mean there won’t be regulatory requirements in the coming years. Groundwork is being laid.

Look to engage with the federal government to educate them about your 
innovations and help shape the regulatory environment and market in 
which you’re operating.

What can you do?

1

2

Waiting to see what happens 
and having to quickly adjust

Partnering with Policymakers >

There are multiple areas of bipartisan agreement in emerging tech and 
data policy - and policy gridlock eventually breaks. Sudden action can 
catch industries by surprise. Stay informed.
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CONTACT

Stacey Rolland

srolland@forbes-tate.com

@stacey_rolland

ADDRESS

777 6th Street NW

8th Floor

Washington, DC 20001

CONTACT


